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Abstract. There are a few hints (e.g. PISA) that today’s’ German school system
could be improved to prepare students for their future (professional) lives in an
adequate way. To meet the requirements of today’s society, education has to
change to become a life-long learning process. E-Learning provides
opportunities for this purpose. In this paper two studies at the University of
Education Weingarten are presented, which investigate the impact of wikis and
weblogs on students’ learning processes. While the first one investigates the
impact of weblogs on students’ motivation and reflection processes, the second
one concentrates on collaboration and knowledge sharing by utilizing wikis for
mathematical projects.
Keywords: e-learning, social software, wikis, weblogs, motivation, reflection,
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1 Introduction
Our society is in flux. Frequently changing affordances, not only in professional life,
require a life long learning process from today’s students [1]. As a consequence,
today’s education system must be adapted to these new circumstances. Schools, as
important instances of education and socialization, have the duty to qualify students
for their future (professional) lives. Today, this means that they are confronted with
the challenge to prepare them “for jobs that don’t yet exist, using technologies that
haven’t yet been invented, in order to solve problems that we don’t even know are
problems yet” [2, p.2]. It is more and more doubtful, whether these goals can be
reached by only applying traditional teaching methods that have been utilized in
schools in the past. In the recent discussion the demand to focus on communicative
and situated learning as well as on the fostering of learning communities are
increasingly mentioned [3]. Here, the implementation of e-learning can facilitate
designing adequate learning scenarios to impart the competences needed for the 21st
century. High hopes are particularly pinned on the new communication and
presentation technologies of the social web, also referred to as Web 2.0 [4].
“Emergent Web 2.0 concepts and technologies are opening new doors for more

effective learning and have the potential to support life-long competence
development” [5, p.72].
One of several activities set by the federal state Baden-Württemberg (Germany) in
order to implement innovative teaching methods at school is the post-graduate
colloquium on e-learning in schools as the basis for life-long learning to research the
use of new e-learning concepts at schools systematically. Within this field, scientists
from the Universities of Education in Ludwigsburg, Schwäbisch-Gmünd and
Weingarten work together on different studies.

2 Studies at the University of Education Weingarten
The research group at the University of Education Weingarten focuses on the
question, whether e-learning can foster collaboration, reflection, as well as students’
motivation; and in which way this can be encouraged. Thereby, they highlight social
software, because it can connect people with the same interests. Because learning is a
social process it is recommendable to also use these tools that “have […] been
associated with collaborative activities, knowledge sharing, reflection, debate, and
facilitation of communities of practice” [6, p.1] also for this purpose.
In the following the theoretical framework as well as the research design and first
results of two studies are presented. While the first study examines the use of weblogs
at school and its impact on students’ motivation and reflection processes, the second
one concentrates on collaboration and knowledge sharing by utilizing wikis for
mathematical projects.
2.1 Weblogs at School – A Tool to Foster Self-determined and Motivated
Learning as well as Reflection?
Even though latest media studies [7] show that blogging as well as blog commenting
has declined in popularity among teens and young adults during the last years, there
still exists a gap between the use of ICT by students in their spare time and the use of
such technologies at school.
First explorative studies and best practice reports – primarily in the context of
higher education – came to the result that weblogs are well suited to support a selfdetermined learning process as well as to increase students’ motivation and reflection
processes [8, 9, 10]. Motivation and reflection are both key factors for a successful
learning process and their impact on learning results is proofed several times in the
field of learning sciences [11]. In the follow sections both constructs are specified
before the research questions and the research design are presented.
2.1.1 Motivation
To be motivated in general means to be activated toward a positive valuated target. In
the course of time diverse approaches and theories were developed in the field of
motivation research. These can be categorized roughly by the source of activation
energy. Most notably, three different energy sources can be distinguished: (1)

physiological needs (e.g. instincts and drives), (2) emotions and (3) psychological
needs [12].
One theory that is often mentioned regarding weblogs and motivation [13] is the
self-determination theory of motivation by Deci and Ryan [14]. In that, the authors
distinguish between two kinds of motivation: intrinsic and extrinsic motivation.
“Intrinsic motivation is defined as the doing of an activity for its inherent satisfactions
rather than for some separable consequence” [15, p.56) whereas “extrinsic motivation
is construct that pertains whenever an activity is done in order to attain some
separable outcome” [15, p.60]. Intrinsic motivated actions are always self-determined.
This does not mean that extrinsic motivated action is invariantly non-autonomous. It
can vary greatly in the degree to which it is autonomous. People can internalize and
integrate external values and behavioural regulation into their own, so that they act
extrinsic motivated but self-determined to reach a certain goal. For the intrinsic as
well as for the extrinsic motivation the satisfaction of two psychological needs is
necessary, the need to feel competent and the need to feel autonomous. For the selfdetermined extrinsic motivation Deci and Ryan amend that the person must feel a
sense of relatedness.
In the context of learning, former research showed that students who act in a selfdetermined way are more willing to engage cognitively in the learning content and to
assimilate the stuff more deeply [16]. Thus, one goal of instructional design should be
to foster a self-determined learning process by designing learning scenarios which
support the satisfaction of the three psychological needs mentioned above. Here,
weblogs can help in different ways.
The chronological collection of posts reveals the gain of competence to the learner
(internal perspective). Furthermore, writing a weblog affords the chance that the
students’ knowledge, thoughts and abilities are noticed and at best even honored, e.g.
through commentaries or references, by others (external perspective). Both should
have a positive impact of feeling competent.
The sense of being related to other persons can be fostered since weblogs offer the
possibility to link them among each other. Thus, a decentrally organized and open
community develops, which allows them to socialize and to maintain contacts.
Weblogs also can enhance the feeling of acting autonomously in two ways. Firstly,
they are a way of self expression. The student decides on the individual design of his
blog as well as on the topics he blogs about and by this how he will present himself to
the readers. Secondly, weblogs are expected to initiate reflection processes and
reflection is expected as a kind of antidote against dwindling of autonomy [17].
2.1.2 Reflection
Besides motivation, reflection is a second important psychological construct for
learning. The most popular approaches to reflection are the works of Dewey [18],
Vgotsky [19] and Schön [20]. Based on the findings of these authors reflection can be
defined as “a process during which a person pays attention to a problem, evaluates
this problem on the background of a previously set goal and of his/her past
experiences, generates options for action, relates the expectable outcomes of these
options to the present situation, and makes decisions for future actions with the aim of
solving the problem” [21, p.56].

In the last years Web 2.0 technologies were increasingly expected as a way to
foster reflection during learning processes. Regarding weblogs these assumptions are
based on previous research in the field of learning journals [22]. The results suggest
that writing an entry already initiates reflection processes and leads to a deeper
assimilation of the learning contents. The learner has to think about his learning
process, organize his thoughts and externalize them as texts or artefacts. All these
processes are expected to support reflection. While the verbalization of individual
thoughts is also necessary to create a blog post, weblogs furthermore provides the
opportunity to integrate peers in the reflection process. They can comment the entries
and participate in discussions. By this, convergent perspectives of the learning content
as well as different options for further action are shown. This can also initiate a
rethinking and reflection process. Thus, the possibility to leave comments supports
cognitive and metacognitive strategies during the learning process and leads to a
deeper learning [23]. The results of an empirical study by Du and Wagner [24]
indicate that successfully blogging can be a predictor for the success in a course or an
exam. All in all, weblogs seems to have the potential to foster a more self-determined
and reflected way of learning. In our study we want to figure out whether students are
able to unfold this potential.
2.1.3 Research Questions and Study Design
So far, the explanations point out that the use of weblogs at school seems to be a
promising tool to foster self-determined and motivated learning as well as reflection.
But at the moment there is a lack of empirical evidence for these assumptions because
of the used researched methods. By using a quasi experimental research design as
well as method triangulation (see figure 1), the aim of this project is to find empirical
sustainable answers to the following research questions:
1.

2.
3.

What impact has the use of weblogs at school on the parameters of the selfdetermination theory by Deci and Ryan and mediated by that on students’
motivation?
Can conclusions be drawn from the use of weblogs at school to students’
reflection processes?
What impact has the use of weblogs at school on students’ learning
outcome?

The study is scheduled for the end of the current school year. It will start by
collecting data about the class climate, students’ interest in the subject, students’
interest in Web 2.0 tools, students’ media competence, teachers’ behaviour and
teachers’ interest. Therefore a standardized questionnaire is used. These data are used
as control variables and based on these, matched samples are constructed. In a next
step the classes are divided in a control and two experimental groups. The control
group design has been chosen to research whether expected effects are really du to
utilization of weblogs or if other aspects have a greater impact on the variables. After
training the teacher and students of the experimental groups in using the weblog
software, they will write a weblog in addition to their lessons for four weeks. While
the control group will be taught without weblogs, in the first experimental group
every student will write his own weblog and in the second one a class weblog will be

used. At the beginning and at the end of this phase, again data will be collected with a
standardized questionnaire that contained items related to self-determination and
motivation as well as to students’ reflection. Afterwards, the teachers and a sample of
students of the experimental classes will be interviewed to validate the results,
especially concerning the reflection processes. Furthermore, all blog posts will be
quantitatively and qualitatively analyzed.

Fig. 1. Research design of the main study.

On the one hand it could be doubted that meaningful results will be found after
using weblogs for only four weeks. On the other hand would be problematic to do
field research in classes for a longer period of time. Thus, an explorative pilot study
was done at the University of Education Weingarten last year [25]. Students, studying
“Media and Education Management”, used weblogs in addition to their media law
classes. A panel study with four measuring times at intervals of approximately four
weeks revealed that the parameters of self-determination theory as well as the
constructs of interest and motivation are time stable. Over all measuring times there
could not be found any significant differences in the answers of the course. Thus, a
four week study at school should be sufficient to answer the research questions
mentioned above and it definitely facilitates to find teacher for cooperation.
On the conference first results of this project will be presented and put up for
discussion.

2.2

Utilizing Wikis for Collaboration and Knowledge sharing in Mathematical
Projects

Duffy and Bruns [26] outline different uses of wikis. Among others, they mention that
a wiki can be used for acting as ongoing documentation of student’s work and to add
summaries of their thoughts and building collaborative and annotated content as well
as linked network of resources.
A considerable amount of examples on the application of wikis for learning and
teaching exist [27, 28]. Most concerns how wikis can support writing [29, 30, 31]. To
improve academic writing, Wheeler and Wheeler [32] used a wiki. They come to the
conclusion that their “findings indicate that most students raised their skill level in
writing as a result of using the Wiki space” [33, p.1]. But wikis are also used in other
subjects. For example, Notari [34] used a wiki in a classroom for learning biology and
highlights the importance of developing a “communication and comment culture”.
Himpsl [35] provides different examples on how to apply wikis in schools. For
example, he used wikis to collect information and relevant links for a specific
learning objective, recording of material in brainstorming sessions, and wiki-based
Web-Quests. For example a Web-Quest was done with the topic “Golden Section”.
Small projects were also performed with a wiki.
Although, as seen, wikis are used in education experiences for learning
Mathematics, project-based fundamental surveys about unfolding their potential for
collaboration, communication and discussions as well as for reflecting about content
are missing.
As a consequence, we used a wiki in a seminar at University of Education
Weingarten (Germany). Students in “Mathematics and Education on project-based
Math learning” were given the task to use a wiki for conceptualizing and elaborate
own mathematical projects beyond regular lectures [36].
Based on the wiki’s page history mechanism, it was possible to trace and analyze
the development process of individual pages in some detail. The analysis revealed that
in fact the process of writing articles was rather cooperative than collaborative:
students divided their tasks into different parts and worked rather independently and
individually. Collaboration in terms of iterative editing and refining of content in the
wiki by different students as well as discussions in the wiki took place only very
seldom.
In a second study we developed a concept to apply wiki-based collaboration in
German middle school classes [37]. Here, the idea was to foster collaboration and
discussions in math classes using this technology. In this setting, students from
different schools were using a wiki for a defined project work in a period of one
month. Here, a project group consisted of two to four students, each from a different
class from different schools (see figure 2).
A personal face-to-face meeting of participating student group members was
scheduled for the project’s kick-off meeting and final project presentation only.
Thereby, students had to utilize the wiki during the virtual project phase to figure out
strategic procedures and approaches on how to solve mathematical problems
including how to do calculations. All in all, there were six project groups arranged,
while students from three project groups discussed and commented mathematical
procedures or calculations of group members.

Fig. 2. Composition of a project team

The experiment revealed that collaboration in terms of that content was corrected
(edited and deleted) inline took place in only a few exceptional cases. Rather, all
students created and wrote their contributions linearly from top to bottom: all project
groups were adding and refining content in a way that they just added content at the
bottom of the wiki page (article) or discussion page.
Students used the wiki infrastructure to communicate and to place questions when
contributions from other students introduced some procedures and calculations that
were unclear to them.
It is interesting to mention that student groups to some extent exhibited the habit of
signing new contributions to articles with signatures in terms of login name and
timestamp. Apparently, information on the current state of the article, including the
last contributor and last date and time of change were important for them. Most
probably not being aware of the versioning feature of wikis, students invented their
own strategy. So, students could see the progress of the project at once and had not to
use the versioning feature of the wiki.
The way students utilized the wiki for refining content and asking questions
indicates that some students reflected on the subject as well as on the content, created
by group members. As one example, students of the project team with the question
“How much math teachers are recommended in Germany?” tried to figure out the
mathematical procedure together. There, one student asked which facts were needed
for the mathematical calculation (e.g. number of students of a school, number of
classes, math teaching load ...) and asked his team to eliminate unimportant facts and
add facts, which were not listed by him. Further, this group apparently actively tried
to understand provided material and explanations of other group members by asking
questions. We think that in this situation students had to externalise their thoughts due
to concretising procedures and answering questions. In another project, students
discussed different ways to solve the question “Has a 21-gear bicycle really 21
different gears?” First, one student tried to do some multiplication stuff. Due to
discussions with group members and the tutor, which gave strategic hints, he got the
right procedure and explained it at the final presentation. However, the student had
technical deficits to illustrate his result as a table in the wiki.
In this case we conclude that the student reflected on mathematical content and
initiated rethinking. In fact, this is exactly one of the major goals and an important
aspect of motivation in math classes today.
The project is ongoing, and we are currently investigating with larger user groups
wheather our first results can be confirmed. Also, we would like to identify in some
more detail how collaborative authoring of content can be promoted.

3 Summary and Outlook
In the last decades the dispersion and increasing impact of the internet and ICT on our
social and professional environments has confronted education systems with new
challenges. Social software, mobile devices and ubiquitous computing are just some
of the newest examples for the still ongoing changes in our every day life. Thus, it is
mandatory for schools to adapt their learning methods to these developments.
Otherwise they run risk to loose their state as most important institutions for
socialization and education.
First best practice examples suggest that weblogs and wikis are a promising way to
improve students’ learning and to impart their 21st century skills at the same time.
But at the moment these assumptions are at the best hypotheses. Empirical research,
like both studies described in this paper, is absolutely necessary. Not only to proof the
potential of these tools for particular learning scenarios, but also to effectively
implement them in general education. In the long run it will be inevitable to change
the way we teach today students without missing the aim to prepare them for their
future (professional) lives.
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